
7 Tips To Get Rid Of Snakes 

Recently, according to Australian news reported, Melbourne, Australia suffered a serious 

"snake disaster", A lot of people’s home or many shops comes in snakes, human and 

animal injuried cases have also occurred. Australia known as the "reptile paradise" has 

140 kinds of land snakes,32 kinds of water snakes,100 of them are poisonous snakes. In 

terms of the world,the first 25 most poisonous snakes，20 species are in Australia. 

 

In order to do a good job protection measures, residents of the southeastern suburbs of 

Melbourne had set up the net around the house,to protect their family from poisonous 

snakes. But protective nets are not enough to stop snake,because the snake can go in 

by hole underground,so they also put sleepers underground to stop the snakes. These 

two ways can effectively prevent the invasion of poisonous snakes to a certain extent, in 

addition,it can also be strengthened by using some snake deterrent products to keep 

snakes away,it is effective and easy to use. 

http://www.aosion.com/sdp/444766/4/pl-2470614/0-2753325/Garden_Mole_Rodent_Snake_Repeller.html


 

 

How to avoid being bitten by a snake? If bitten by a snake, how to take emergency 

treatment measures? The snake is a cold-blooded animal,they come out when the 

temperature reached 18℃-30℃, in particular, the snake often come out when it is hot 

and going to rain. If bitten by a poisonous snake,when the conditions permit, the snake 

should be killed immediately and taken to hospital, It is extremely necessary to take 

symptomatic treatment according to the types of poisonous snakes. 

 



 

Outdoor protection: 

1. Snakes generally do not take the initiative to attack people,except Cobra. Unless 
you are too close to the snake or when you step on a snake body,it will bite you. If 
you encounter a snake,do not attact it,let it go! 

2. Snakes have regular circadian activity. The cobra active during the day, coral 
snake at nigh, the hagworm like to attact the fire. 

3. Most of the snake bite in the leg or foot,so you’d better to wear boots, Long 
trousers,hat to protect your self in the wild. 

4. Alert for the snake that looks dead, because they may peep prey and pretend to 
die, and the snake is still offensive after death. 

 

Indoor protection: 

1. To remove weeds around the house,keep the environment clean. 

2. And sprinkle a little lime,realgar or water soaked tobacco,the snake is sensitive to 
the smell of these things. The snake dare not to enter the house after smelling the 
smell. 

3. Be sure to close the doors and windows when you go out. The snake suddenly 
broke into house,the main purpose is to feed and cool. Keep clean at home and 
around,plugging the small gap to stop rats or snakes. 

More Please Visit:www.aosion.com 

 

 

http://www.aosion.com/sdp/444766/4/doc-3050119/0/Download.html
http://www.aosion.com/sdp/444766/4/pd-2470614/13188909-2753329/Smart_Home_Electronic_Rodent_Zapper.html

